The mechanisms by which persistent atrial fibrillation (AF) terminates via localized ablation are not well understood. To address the hypothesis that sites where localized ablation terminates persistent AF have characteristics identifiable with activation mapping during AF, we systematically examined activation patterns acquired only in cases of unequivocal termination by ablation.
T herapy for persistent atrial fibrillation (AF) is limited by uncertainty about sustaining mechanisms. 1 A wide variety of putative mechanisms of persistence of AF have been observed or inferred, 2 with reported outcomes of ablation based on these concepts. Different ablation strategies include the creation of empirical lines, 3 targeting of fragmented electrograms, 4 and ablation of AF triggering sites. 5 Difficulty in reconciling the putative mechanisms has been associated with lack of consistency of reported outcomes from ablation. [6] [7] [8] We used the universal observation that local ablation can terminate AF [9] [10] [11] as a starting point to assess whether these sites could reveal a potential common mechanism or identifiable activation pattern. We hypothesized that repetitive activation patterns would be observed at sites where AF terminated, unlike remote regions demonstrating disorganized electric activity.
We, therefore, analyzed mapping data by systematically examining the unprocessed preablation electrograms and activation patterns at and around sites of unequivocal termination by ablation for consecutive patients who met this criterion. Computer modeling was used to give further insight and to identify possible unifying characteristics of these unique sites apparently necessary for driving persistent AF.
WHAT IS KNOWN?
• Termination of persistent atrial fibrillation by localized ablation before pulmonary vein isolation may support the concept of atrial fibrillation drivers.
• Traditional mapping (activation) shows partial rotational circuits, but these maps have never been reported at sites of potential mechanistic importance in patients undergoing ablation.
WHAT THE STUDY ADDS?
• In a multicenter registry representing one of the largest series of acute terminations of persistent atrial fibrillation before pulmonary vein isolation (n=57), traditional mapping of sites of termination showed partial rotations (46%), focal patterns (33%), and, for the first time, complete rotational patterns (21%).
• To examine how incomplete patterns may relate to atrial fibrillation termination, these data show that uncertainty in activation time assignment for multicomponent electrograms, and variations in selecting an analysis window for isochronal maps, may change complete rotations to partial activation patterns.
• Computer modeling demonstrated that phasebased methods can overcome these limitations and identify areas of stable rotation which appeared as partial rotations on traditional isochronal maps.
METHODS
Selected data from this study are freely available online (http://narayanlab.stanford.edu) and are part of a separate AF mapping analysis. 12 Other data, analytic methods, and study materials will be made available to other researchers on request for the purpose of reproducing the results or replicating the procedure.
Subjects Included in the Study Cohort
We identified 57 patients with persistent AF at 5 teaching hospitals (Stanford University Hospital, Palo Alto, CA; Veterans Affairs Medical Center, San Diego, CA; University of Colorado Hospital, Aurora, CO; Indiana University, Indianapolis, IN; and Klinikum Coburg, Germany), in whom localized ablation terminated persistent AF to sinus rhythm or atrial tachycardia (AT). Persistent AF was defined as AF for >7 days without selftermination and longstanding persistent AF as continuous for >12 months (n=6). 1 Each patient had unipolar electrogram data collected during electrophysiological study. This population was derived from a total of 559 presenting to the 5 centers for ablation of AF and excludes n=52 AF terminations when mapping was performed after pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) and in patients with bipolar electrogram only data for analysis. The study was approved by an institutional review committee and all the subjects gave informed consent.
Electrophysiological Study and Ablation
Patients on antiarrhythmic medications had these agents withheld for 5 half-lives (median, 228; range, 90-1580 days; in 28 patients with prior amiodarone use). Heparin was infused to maintain activated clotting time >300 seconds. A 64-pole basket (Constellation, Boston Scientific or FIRMap, Topera, Inc) was used to map both the right and left atrium during AF. In each case, a region of interest, identified prospectively by mapping of repetitive activation and phase patterns, 11 was targeted for radiofrequency ablation by applying contiguous lesions in localized areas of <3 to 4 cm 2 . 10, 13 The location of each ablation site was referenced to known electrodes, and their anatomic locations were verified by 3-dimensional electroanatomic imaging (NavX, St Jude Medical, St Paul, MN; Carto, Biosense-Webster, Diamond Bar, CA). Contact force sensing catheters were used in 27 cases (47%).
Data Acquisition and Analysis
One-minute electrogram segments used to map AF and guide prospective ablation were recorded on digital recorders (Bard LabSystem Pro, or GE Prucka Cardiolab) at 1000 Hz sampling rate, filtered at 0.05 to 500 Hz, and exported for offline analysis. The exported segment was the one used in each case to identify regions of interest and before any ablation in that atrium.
Electrograms were analyzed blinded to the site where ablation terminated AF. Four-second epochs were analyzed cycle-by-cycle in each case. AF cycle length was measured from the most rapid coronary sinus electrograms averaged for 10 cycles of AF during the epoch exported for offline electrogram analysis. The present study used only nonproprietary methods for signal processing for noise reduction, filtering, QRS subtraction, or phase analysis. Activation times were determined objectively by software written in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) as follows:
1. In biphasic unipolar electrograms, we used the minimum dV/dt (ie, maximum negative slope) within an interval of 50 ms starting from the unipolar local absolute maximum as local activation. 14 We applied a blanking period of 100 ms to avoid repeat annotation within repolarization. 15 2. Activation time of monophasic unipolar signals was assigned by peak amplitude as recently described, 8 with a 50-ms interval centered on the local maximum to detect peak-to-peak maxima. 14 Figure I in the Data Supplement shows that isochronal maps using both criteria show good agreement in the same data sets. To ensure consistency, 1 method was used per patient.
Contour (isochronal) maps of AF were created by marking regions activated at the same time as contiguous colors in 10 ms bins, each displaying the entire mapped atrium as a grid with red/blue indicating early/late activation, respectively.
Contour Maps of AF Mechanisms at AF-Terminating Sites
Once isochronal maps were generated, the site where ablation terminated AF in each case was unblinded. Spatiotemporal maps at sites of AF termination were classified using previously described patterns 8 : 1. Partial rotational circuits: consistent spatial locations with noncontiguous activation because of activation from a focal or breakthrough site encountering a line of block, 8 spanning <70% of the AF cycle length. 16 2. Repetitive foci: site(s) of earliest activation with centrifugal spread during AF. 8 3. Complete rotational circuit: stable repetitive earliest meets latest interaction on isochronal maps with electrograms spanning >70% of AF cycle length. 16 A source was only counted consistently stable if spatiotemporal patterns were present for >3 reconstructed isochronal maps 8, 17 during the 1-minute time period examined. We graded agreement between mapped mechanisms by 3 investigators (J.Z., T.B., M.A.) for these categories. For 68% of the patients, there was complete agreement between the 3 raters in terms of whether there was full, partial, or no rotations, and in the remaining 32% of the patients, there was agreement between 2 of 3 raters. There were no cases where each rater ranked something completely different. The overall κ score was 0.56 (P=0.001).
Computational Modeling
We also used computer models to test mechanistic hypotheses in relation to mapping methods. Simulations were performed 18, 19 in 2-dimensional sheets using the monodomain equation:
Here, V is the membrane voltage, C m =1 μF/cm 2 the membrane capacitance, D the diffusion tensor with diagonal entries of D 0 =0.001 cm 2 /ms, and I ion the membrane currents. Membrane currents were implemented by the Fenton-Karma model 18, 20, 21 with parameter values chosen to reproduce AF dynamics. /ms in the other). Reentry was initiated using a standard cross-stimulation protocol. Phase analysis methods are described in the Data Supplement.
Statistical Analysis
We used SPSS version 23 (IBM, New York) and Prism 5.0 (Graphpad, La Jolla, CA). Continuous data are represented as mean±SD. Normality was evaluated using the KolmogorovSmirnov test. Comparisons between 2 groups were made with Student t test if normally distributed or, if not normally distributed, evaluated with the Mann-Whitney U test. ANOVA was used to compare variables between patients with different AF mechanisms with post hoc Bonferroni corrections to identify the differences between group pairs. Nominal values were expressed as n (%) and compared with χ 2 or Fisher exact test when expected cell frequency was <5. A P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. 
RESULTS

Clinical and Electrophysiological Characteristics of the Study Cohort
Mapping of Repetitive Activation Patterns During Persistent AF
Activation mapping at sites of AF termination revealed partial rotational circuits, foci with or without intermittent disorganized fibrillatory patterns, or stable complete rotational activation. Incomplete rotations at the site of termination were observed for >3 AF cycles in 26 of 57 (46%) of patients in contour maps. Figure 2A (iia-iic) shows an example of a partial rotation on isochronal mapping.
Focal activation was found in 19 of 57 (33%) of patients. Of these, there were 2 sites demonstrating consistent presence in all maps analyzed during the 1-minute mapping period. Figure 2B (iia-iic) shows repetitive foci on consecutive AF cycles at the site of AF termination.
Stable rotational sources were seen at the site of AF termination in 12 of 57 (21%) patients on contour maps. Figures 2C and 3 illustrate rotational circuits in persistent AF. For each, electrograms spanned 100% of the AF cycle length, and activation patterns were stable for multiple cycles.
Computer Modeling for Assessment of Accurate Activation Timing Assignment
Multicomponent electrograms are often seen in AF and can alter activation marking and hence contour maps. We modeled how assigning different deflections for activation time may impact mapped AF mechanisms. Figure 4A shows a simulated stable spiral wave and rotational activity in an isochronal map ( Figure 4B ). Shifting the activation time of each electrode by ±10%, allocated randomly, yields a contour map ( Figure 4C ) that no longer shows rotational activity. Phase mapping using these same noisy activation times still shows rotational activity ( Figure 4D) , with additional adjacent singularities of opposite chirality which are transient yet represent false positives. 22 Selecting a different component of complex electrograms altered AF contour maps. Figure 5 illustrates a 54-year-old man with persistent AF in whom localized ablation near electrode D3 terminated AF to sinus rhythm. Electrograms in the vicinity are largely easy to mark, yet selecting which of the 3 deflections on electrode D3 to mark alters maps. Selecting the first deflection by maximum −dv/dt produces a focal map ( Figure 5(i) ). Selecting the second deflection produces a partial rotational map ( Figure 5 (ii)), with a line of conduction block at D3 preventing completion of a full rotational circuit. Adjustment of marking to select the third deflection on D3 based on computational data recreated complete rotation spanning >70% of AF cycle ( Figure 5(iii) ). Ambiguity in marking electrogram was common in patients with partial rotations on AF contour maps (group 1).
Isochronal Mapping and Choice of Analysis Interval
Producing a contour map for any rhythm requires assigning a mapping window to start (and stop) activation time marking. This is challenging in AF because the cycle length varies across the atrium with differing earliest activation sites. We used computer modeling to study the impact of different mapping windows on resulting AF maps and related this to our clinical series.
We hypothesized that variations in AF cycle length reflect heterogeneous conduction. Figure 6 shows a spiral wave ( Figure 6A ) in a domain where the upper half has higher conductivity and wavefront speed than the lower half. For certain start times, activation times of the upper half coalesce, making it challenging to identify rotations ( Figure 6B ). However, starting the window 50 ms later ( Figure 6C ) uncovers clear rotational activity on activation maps. Phase maps of these same data reveal rotational activity despite nonuniform conduction ( Figure 6D ; singularities shown as black or white dots, depending on chirality). The predominant singularity in successive phase snapshots indicates consistent reentry. Figure 7 illustrates AF in a 70-year-old lady in whom contour maps are affected by window selection. Shifting the onset time of the analysis window by 15 ms (AF cycle length, 190 ms), from the blue box to the orange box, alters the mapped AF mechanism from a complete rotational circuit to a focal or partial rotation pattern. In simulations phase, analysis showed a consistent singularity. Ablation at the site indicated by the blue dashed box terminated persistent AF.
Adjustment of electrogram annotation was most impactful on mechanism at sites where multiphasic electrograms were adjacent to those with monophasic morphology. Isochronal window adjustment impacted sites where multiple AF wavefronts coalesced, occupying a large proportion of the activation cycle. Both occurred more frequently at sites of rotational activation than of focal activity.
DISCUSSION
This study reconstructed activation maps for persistent AF in a cohort of patients in whom localized ablation terminated persistent AF. Repetitive activation patterns were observed at all sites where AF terminated. Activation maps at site of AF termination were in order of prevalence, partial rotations, repetitive foci, and stable consistent rotational activity. To the best of our knowledge, this latter group is the first demonstration of putative rotational drivers for human persistent AF by activation mapping, without the use of signal processing. In combined clinical and computational studies, maps were impacted by the window selected for analysis and which of multiple electrogram deflections were selected for activation marking. In regions of potential slow conduction, we illustrate cases in which assignment of alternative electrogram deflections revealed complete rotational maps at sites where ablation terminated AF. This approach of mapping sites of clinical relevance to AF provides a novel foundation that may ultimately improve approaches to therapy.
Prior Human Persistent AF Mapping Studies
Mapping this cohort of patients builds on prior classical mapping studies of AF. In keeping with prior studies, the commonest group of mechanisms were partial rotations and multiple foci. However, our finding of stable rotations in 21% of patients is higher than prior studies reporting essentially no 6, 8, 23, 24 rotations or transient rotations in 12% 25 to 17%. 17 This difference may reflect our study design of examining cases in whom AF terminated by ablation, in contrast to prior studies of patients at valvular surgery with incidental permanent AF. 8, 17, 23 This difference may also be reconciled technically. Original reports 26 state that drifting AF sources (eg, spiral wave) may be missed by wave mapping 23, 24 in which implicit assumption of stationarity over the time window of the analysis may fragment the circuit into 2 wavefronts. 26 Bipolar electrograms used in other reports are impacted by wavefront direction 27 which may reduce the stability of pivoting propagation patterns 17, 25 unlike the analysis of unipolar electrograms in our study. Another factor may be our wide mapped areas which account for potential drifting sources. 13, 28 Whereas most of these prior studies mapped epicardium, 29 we mapped endocardium. In recent optical mapping of human AF, 30, 31 endocardial mapping revealed differences between surfaces with stable rotations in AF endocardially that were manifest as sporadic breakthroughs epicardially. This study adds to the growing body of evidence for organized activation patterns during persistent AF. This was first described using signal processing and vector analysis of electrograms collected on multipolar catheters to identify periods of transient linking. 32 Lin et al 33 described the use of signal processing and phase mapping to identify transient repetitive focal or rotational activity. The spatiotemporal dispersion of electrograms on a Pentarray was used in a recent study with similar termination rates of persistent AF to ours before PVI. These studies corroborate our findings of transient organization of atrial activation during persistent AF.
In every patient with a targeted site leading to AF termination, a repetitive activation pattern was identified and mapped, suggesting that this phenomenon is more than a pattern of passive activation. 
Mechanistic Interpretation at Sites of AF Termination
Further studies are required to explain how local ablation may terminate AF and generally how ablation of any form terminates AF. The most common maps in our study showed partial rotations with conduction block (46%) and repetitive foci (33%), suggesting that ablation at structural elements causing repetitive conduction block or slowing may contribute to termination. 36, 37 In the cases that demonstrated full rotations at sites of termination, local ablation at these sites may anchor rotation to convert AF to AT or eliminated nonuniform excitability or small isthmuses of conduction to terminate AF to sinus rhythm. 18 Further studies to define the mechanisms of AF termination by ablation may explain the relative contribution of proposed mechanisms, including widening an excitable gap to allow invasion by a fibrillatory wave, and whether multiple mechanisms are operative in any one patient. 18 It is notable that we observed cases where adjusting activation time assignment, in potential regions of slow conduction or fibrosis, or adjusting isochronal time windows for analysis, converted maps of partial rotations or transient foci to complete rotations.
AF Sources and Termination of Persistent AF by Targeted Ablation
Acute AF termination by ablation is not clearly linked to long-term outcome 38 for unclear reasons that may include lesion durability, incomplete lesion set delivery, or progression of AF mechanisms. Nevertheless, recent independent reports of targeted ablation terminating persistent AF 34, 39, 40 corroborate the deterministic nature of this clinical phenomenon and support the mechanistic importance of our findings. The observation is consistent with a hierarchical model of human AF, with spiral wave(s) or repetitive foci driving fibrillatory conduction. Alternatively, autonomic modulation 41 or stretch-induced remote effects could also explain a global effect of a local intervention in nonhierarchical AF models. However, contact force was monitored in half of cases and maintained within nominal limits, and there were no vagal responses suggesting acute autonomic modulation. Reduction of the critical mass required for multiple wavelets is a less likely mechanism because the total amount of tissue ablated in these cases was often <5% of atrial mass (always <10%-20%) and unlikely to be sufficient for debulking.
These results may help us to refine electrogram marking rules 42 to reduce inconsistencies between activation and phase mapping, which may help in AF mapping to guide ablation. Speculatively, sites where ablation terminates AF may identify specific mechanistic phenotypes, and such sites may warrant additional ablation, and such patients may be offered different postablation management than patients in whom AF did not terminate.
Limitations
This study has many important limitations. By specifically examining sites at which focal ablation terminated AF, the selected population consisting only of patients with acute termination may not be representative of all patients with persistent AF. We did not focus on sites where ablation has no acute impact on AF, which should be further studied based on the results of this work. We chose this design because AF termination is one of the few ways to probe acute impact of ablation on AF. We included termination of AF to sinus rhythm but also termination (conversion) of AF to nonfibrillatory AT. Although such AT may be symptomatic if not eliminated, termination still indicates elimination of the fibrillatory process to an organized circuit. Notably, each termination in this study occurred by brief targeted ablation before PVI and not by extensive ablation. Overall, driver ablation does not seem to be proarrhythmic, 43 and analyzing both termination modes in this work may help to explain prior studies. 44, 45 Detection of AF wavefronts is dependent on spatial resolution. Although basket catheters used in this study have sufficient resolution to detect spiral waves in human AF, 46 as predicted by the minimum wavelength of human atrial action potential and conduction velocity, 19 and as shown in human optical imaging of human AF, 30 false positives and negatives may occur. 46 Accordingly, some of the partial rotations in this study may have appeared complete, and some focal mechanisms may have been micro-reentry had resolution been sufficient. Conversely, higher resolution may also reveal some spiral waves not to be complete although when many cycles are present particularly by >1 mapping method 12 this would implicate a consistent driver region. Finally, high-resolution optical mapping in human AF also shows stable micro-reentry 30, 31 which correlates with AF drivers identified simultaneously by clinical tools. 47 Thus, this study by itself cannot advocate for the use of multipolar baskets for AF mapping because it is merely describing the observations of apparently successful mapping attempts without regard to possible mapping failures. Nonetheless, the study does identify a possible strategy for identifying AF drivers noting that repetitive patterns were observed at all sites examined.
Of note, all electrogram notations were assigned objectively by algorithm. Separate from the core analysis, we explored manual adjustment of electrograms which in some patients produced substantial variations in mechanisms with relatively minor changes in activation time (Figures 4 and 5) . This emphasizes how sensitive activation mapping is to relatively small adjustments of choice of electrogram inflection and hence assigned activation timing (<10% of AF cycle length), and the resulting findings generate hypotheses that require further systematic validation. Choice of ablation catheter and approach targeting localized ablation varied slightly between centers, but this is unlikely to explain the results of our study.
Conclusions
In this study, we successfully mapped persistent AF sources in a cohort of patients in whom localized ablation terminated persistent AF. All maps showed repeti-tive partial rotations, focal activity, or complete rotational activation at sites of termination. Assignment of activation timings in multicomponent electrograms in regions of slow condition, and the precise definition of windows for analysis, substantially altered mapped mechanisms. The concept of using the mechanistically relevant clinical end point of termination of persistent AF by localized ablation provides a specific and objective end point on which to base clinical investigation of mapping, mechanism, and ablation strategies. Circ Arrhythm Electrophysiol is available at http://circep. ahajournals.org.
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